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How do you begin to tell the story 
of some of the extraordinary 
developments in biology over the 
past century and a half? Science 
historian Jim Endersby must 
have done much head-scratching 
but he’s come up with a novel 
approach: look at it from the 
perspective of some of the key 
organisms involved.
The title talks of the guinea pig, 
which has come to symbolise the 
experimental subject in popular 
imagination, but other species 
have proved to be smaller,  
easier to keep, faster to breed and 
less troubling to the conscience in 
the history of biology.
By telling the laboratory 
histories and life stories 
of Passiflora, Oenothera, 
Drosophila, Arabidopsis and 
Danio, as well as one or two 
others including the guinea pig, 
Endersby reveals how humans 
have unravelled many mysteries 
of evolution, genetics and 
development.
The weeds, flies and fish of 
Endersby’s story have their 
own narratives. He reveals the 
complexity and diversity of work 
that is all too simply summarised 
now by natural selection, 
Mendelian inheritance and DNA.
Features
A new book looks at the development of biology from the perspective of 
some of the key research organisms and the cultural history surrounding 
their adoption. Nigel Williams reports.
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Endersby introduces many 
more names attached to his 
chosen species key in the 
development of biology. Through 
their stories, he delights in 
revealing the concatenation of 
unrelated events, the stalling, 
the pondering, the dismissing, 
the doggedness, the hunches 
and the technological and social 
developments that mark much 
biological history.
The “fly boys” at Columbia 
University lived surrounded by 
buzzing insects for months, 
picking out individuals with 
unusual characteristics, arranging 
matings between them and 
counting their offspring.
The zebrafish, whose 
transparent eggs and larvae 
allow observation of its network 
of developing blood vessels 
Passion puzzles: Darwin carried out breeding experiments on species of the passion flower amid his worries about sex and inbreeding. 
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revealed genes essential to normal 
development. But Endersby begins 
the tale in typically dramatic 
fashion with the description of 
the frustrated surgeon, Francis 
Hamilton, working for the East 
India Company in Calcutta, who 
finally realised his life-long dream 
of becoming director of the 
company’s botanic gardens  
in 1814. 
Hamilton carried out fine 
botanical work but received little 
recognition from the company. 
But he persisted in his naturalist 
efforts and, as a minor project, 
published in 1822 An Account 
of the Fishes Found in the River 
Ganges. He described a tiny 
fish, which he called Danio 
from the Indian word ‘dhani’ for 
wealthy. But it was 150 years 
later that this small striped fish, 
popularly called the zebrafish, 
gained research prominence, 
and only after the fashion for 
home aquariums, made possible 
by new technologies of making 
glass, and a reduction in taxes on 
the product. Zebrafish were now 
under the gaze of biologists in 
their own homes.
 For George Streisinger, 
Endersby describes his research 
path that led to him becoming 
generally regarded as the father 
of zebrafish research. Time  
after time Endersby relates how 
founding groups and individuals 
such as Streisinger eagerly 
shared their methods, results and 
even their organisms with others, 
so that international communities 
developed around flies and 
worms, bacteriophage and fish, 
with an ethic of openness and 
informality.
He also weaves his scientific 
threads into a much broader 
tapestry of cultural history. The 
abolition of a tax on glass in 1845 
in the UK led to an explosion in 
the building of greenhouses, as 
well as aquaria, and a fashion 
for growing exotic plants. 
Darwin found much to feed 
his evolutionary thinking in the 
pollination of orchids and passion 
flowers. 
Endersby flags up Darwin’s 
little known work with passion 
flowers. He was puzzled about 
these plants’ aversion to Insights: The fruit fly has proved one of biology’s most useful organisms. (Photo: Copy-
right Interfoto Pressebildagentur/Alamy.)self- fertilisation and was deeply 
curious how natural selection 
could have created such an 
unusual climbing plant. And these 
plants also fed into to his deep 
interest in the purpose of sex.
Darwin was also fascinated by 
how plants could climb and  
was impressed with the speed 
with which tendrils of passion 
flower plants could respond to 
stimuli. Endersby recounts many 
of the extensive experiments 
Darwin carried out with his 
hothouse passion flowers on  
this topic, which he would recount to his correspondents, 
as with everything else, in great 
detail.
Endersby is enthusiastic about 
how happenstance could be 
turned to advantage. He notes 
that the fruit fly found its way 
into the labs in the US only 
because it hitched a ride to the 
Caribbean from the Far East in 
the sixteenth century with the 
banana — imported as cheap 
food for slaves. The fly boys 
at Columbia University had a 
strange and unexpected origin for 
their pursuits.
